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Andy is an engineer supervising the
coating process of plastic car parts
with decades of experience. Even
he, however, struggles with many
parts not meeting the quality
requirements which are conse-
quently going to waste. The process
is just too complex to be handled
manually. There are hundreds of
parameters like pressures, tempera-
tures and mixing ratios to be
adjusted and many interact with
each other.

Having a digitized process that
continuously records data, he
deems the solution could lie in
machine learning. However, he
soon discovers that for the
complexity of his process he needs
to records millions of data points
until he can optimize his process for
a specific production setup. He
cannot afford to wait that long!
Our software product -- the
IPT.Stack -- is the solution to his
problem, connecting man and
machine.
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By the means of Bayesian inference, the IPT.Stack enables Andy
to combine his decades of experience with the data he records.
This means he can start optimizing not after millions of trials,
but right from the beginning! Andy graphically designs the
process in a flowchart with the IPT.Stack. Guided by the
software, he then describes the interdependencies he
understands well and leaves the rest blank. The IPT.Stack now
augments Andy’s domain knowledge with the data he records
leading to progressively improved adjustments of the process
parameters. By teaming up with IPT, Andy can save already 9
Mio. Euros every year by reducing the amount of faulty parts
just from over 20% to 18%. The process is running smoother
than ever and Andy can focus on further improving his
production.
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